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having or characterized by
many transient sexual

relationships:

demonstrating or
implying an

undiscriminating or
unselective approach;

indiscriminate or casual:

Promiscuous

Promiscuous

Immoral

Aimless

Wicked

Indiscriminate 

Indiscriminate 

Unrestricted 

Random

Evi
l

Careless

Chaotic

Perverse



When most hear the
word promiscuous, they
assume it’s only referring
to sensual “bedroom”
pleasures. Which it does
mean that, but that’s not
the only way that word is
used. 
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The word promiscuous also implies
that one has an unselective or
indiscriminate approach. 

This is why the promises in The Law is
not for the indiscriminate or the
unselective. Reason is, because The
Law teaches us how to be selective in
our everyday affairs to achieve life.  

Deuteronomy 30:19 (KJV) I call
heaven and earth to record this day
against you, [that] I have set before
you life and death, blessing and
cursing: therefore choose life, that
both thou and thy seed may live:
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Being indiscriminate
seems convenient to

some now because
everything is

available for man to
please his flesh. 

With an indiscriminate approach, anyone can do anything they want or treat
anyone the way they want to with no care for correction of their action.  If
correction can’t be given for actions going against The Will of YAHUAH,
then one cannot receive any promises of the blessings from the Will of
YAHUAH because their actions deny them. 

2 Esdras 7: 24
But his law have they despised, and denied his covenants; in his statutes
have they not been faithful, and have not performed his works.



We have often heard
the saying “man
makes plans and God
laughs”.  
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This is true. The majority of the world
doesn’t align their plan with
YAHUAH’s which is why we see so
much chaos. Then they blame The
Most HIgh for their misfortune which
is why the Power laughs at that
result of destruction. 

Proverbs 1:33 (KJV) But whoso
hearkeneth unto me shall dwell
safely, and shall be quiet from fear of
evil.

The law and order have be forsaken
and The One who fulfilled it
(YAHUSHA) is looked down on. Now
the majority of people aren’t seeking
correction to be lead to safety. Being
in safety gives you a chance to save
your soul and help someone else do
the same. This is how we can bear
each other’s burdens together and
overcome this dark world that
blindly chooses everything but good
to follow. 
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Proverbs 30:12 (KJV)
[There is] a generation

[that are] pure in their
own eyes, and [yet] is not

washed from their
filthiness.

When a Father makes a promise to his children it is his duty to fulfill it and his children
hold his word closely expecting that fulfillment. How much greater is The Promise of
YAHUAH to his children of everlasting life and inheriting the earth?! YAHUAH isn’t a man
that He should lie, so without a doubt these two will come to past for those who keep His
covenant and don’t play the field but rather keep it loyal knowing The Father will Deliver! 

Everyone feels they’re right in their own
eyes, not taking in consideration before
their time. There’s nothing new under the
sun, so it’s always been a generation that
didn’t want to listen to wise counsel.
Today’s popular ways encourage
promiscuous actions which are against The
Law Of YAH, but what can wash away this
dark style of living? Only The One who told
us to keep our eye single 
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